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HEADLIGHT BUCKET ASSEMBLY

1. There are 2 complete headlight bucket harnesses included in this kit (510410). 
2. Install one bucket harness into each bucket housing and snap the grommet and    
 loom assembly into the hole in that bucket housing. Pass the loose end of each of the bucket   
 harness assemblies thru the LH and RH inner fender panels. 
3. Attach each ground wire (with the ring terminal on it) to a good known chassis ground.  Make   
 sure that the attaching areas have no 2-stage paint or powder coating on them or the grounds  
 will not transfer, and your headlights will not work.  
4. Once the tan and light green wires have been passed through the inner fender panels, you can  
 then install each of the bare terminal ends on the tan and light green wires into the provided   
 loose connectors C maintaining the color continuity as shown above. 
5. You will plug these completed bucket harness assemblies into the front light harness (500432)  
 as shown above. Connectors D, terminals B (wider for LH) and A (narrower for RH) have been 
 provided so that you can connect the H/L bucket harnesses into the main front lighting harness. 
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1. There are 2 complete parking lamp pigtail harnessess included in this kit (510410), a LH one       
    containing lt. blue and brown wires, and a RH one containing dk. blue and brown wires.     

2. Install the LH pigtail harness by twisting the lamp socket end into the parking lamp bar and    
    sliding the seal boot over the connection, then repeat this process for the RH side. Once they   
 are installed in the parking lamp bar, you can then install each of the bare terminal ends on the  
 blue and brown wires into the provided loose connectors F maintaining the color continuity as  
 shown above.
3. You will plug these completed pigtail harness assemblies into the front light harness (500432)  
 as shown above. Connectors G, terminals B (wider for LH brown), and A (narrower for the blue  
 wires and the RH brown wire) have been provided so that you can connect the parking lamp  
 harnesses into the main front lighting harness.
4. Connectors E, terminals B (wider for LH), and A (narrower for the RH) have been provided for  
 you to connect the dk. green horn wires found in the (500432) kit to your LH and RH horns.  92971293       Rev 0.0       3/19/2015
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